Aeronav Mobile Tower Systems have proven ability to operate under extreme environmental conditions with high reliability and operational flexibility. Compact, self-contained systems. Rapid deployment for Military Strips, tactical operations, temporary facilities, natural disaster relief and training exercises.

**CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE:**
- Mounted on existing structure
- Mounted on containers
  - Equipment room, offices, washrooms
- Mounted on a trailer
- Mounted on a Vehicle
- Additional Sub-systems available:
  - High-Lift System
  - Mobile Generator System
Mobile and Transportable ATC Tower

Major Equipment/Systems Include:
- One to four controller positions
- Voice Communications Control System VCCS
- VHF/UHF radio communications systems
- HF radio communications systems
- Voice recorder systems
- Meteorological system
- Radar display
- VHF Direction Finder System
- Airfield Lighting Control & Monitoring System
- Navaids Control & Monitoring System
- GPS Clock system
- Air-conditioning system
- UPS or DC power supply system with batteries
- Accessories
  - Signal light gun
  - Fire extinguisher
  - Binoculars
  - Obstruction lights
  - Crash alarm, etc.